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NEW DREMEL® CUTTING AND SANDING ACCESSORIES
FURTHER ENHANCE TOOL VERSATILITY
Dremel builds on functionality of rotary tools and Multi-Max with introduction of four new accessories
MOUNT PROSPECT, Ill., October 16, 2014 – The Dremel brand continues to refine its line of
specialized accessories with the introduction of the 506CU and EZ506CU Premium Metal Cutting
Wheels and the MM730 and MM910 Multi-Max sanding accessories. All four new accessories offer more
application options for already versatile Dremel tool systems.
“High quality accessories like these with an extended life help consumers keep costs down and can even
eliminate multiple trips to the hardware store,” said Ed Pchola, product director for Dremel. “From
sanding furniture to cutting stainless steel, the 506CU, EZ506CU, MM730 and MM910 can assist users
with a number of household applications.”
Dremel 506CU and EZ506CU
The 506CU and the EZ506CU cutting wheels feature a super abrasive grit called cubic boron nitride
(CBN). CBN allows the wheel to remain sharp longer and stay cool. The strong metal core won’t shrink
and prevents breaking. Both cutting wheels last 20 times longer than current metal cutting solutions,
which means less time changing wheels and fewer trips to the hardware store for replacements. The
506CU is 7/8 inches in diameter and is for use with the 402 Mandrel with screw. The EZ506CU cutting
wheel, 1 ½ inches in diameter, is for use with the EZ402 EZ Lock Mandrel.
Performance & Versatility
• Extended life due to the super abrasive CBN grit
• Won’t shrink – Wheels have constant diameter during use for a full-range depth of cut
• Durable – Prevents wheel breakage, saves time and cuts costs
• High performance – First Dremel rotary accessories to use CBN grit for a longer cutting life
• Less Dust – The wheel is not consumed like a standard abrasive wheel
Dremel 506CU and EZ506CU are available nationwide now at Home Depot, Lowe’s and Amazon.com.
Dremel MM730
The MM730 Contour Sander accessory is the first Dremel oscillating tool accessory designed for contour
sanding. It provides ultra-smooth results on a variety of wood and has five unique contour shapes,
allowing you to bring new life to old objects with a multitude of intricate grooves and contours.
-more-
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Sandpaper tubes are available in three grit options, coarse: 80 grit, medium: 120 grit and fine: 240 grit.
Performance & Versatility
• Unique sanding contours let you tackle detailed restoration projects that previously weren’t
possible with an oscillating tool
• Bring new life to old items around the house, such as wood furniture, stair rails, spindles and
more
• Quick change accessory release lets you quickly change contours without tools
• Sandpaper tubes slip easily over all contours and can be rotated 360° for reuse and longer life
Dremel MM910
The MM910 60 Grit Diamond Paper accessory is perfect for removing tough materials such as cement,
masonry, stone, plaster and thin-set mortar. Featuring 60 grit diamond abrasive, the MM910 can also
remove paint or oil stains from driveways, excess mortar from bricks and rust from patio furniture.
(Requires MM11 or MM14 hook and loop pad accessory.)
Performance & Versatility
• Designed for light grinding, shaping and smoothing
• Ideal for use on masonry, thin-set, mortar and rust
• Preparing the surface for tile replacement is also a common application for this accessory
• Ideal for removing paint or oil stains from driveways, excess mortar from bricks and rust from
patio furniture
Dremel MM730 and MM910 are available nationwide now at Home Depot, Lowe’s and Amazon.com.
About Dremel
Since inventing the high-speed rotary tool in 1934, the Dremel brand has expanded its legacy of industry
leadership and excellence into a full line of versatile tool systems that deliver the perfect solution for
almost any job. Whether it’s our Dremel rotary tools, Multi-Max™ oscillating tools, Ultra-Saw™ and
Saw-Max™ multi-saws, Fortiflex™ flex shaft tool or another tool in the Dremel family, consumers have
come to know and trust the brand to complete their projects. Combining compact size, ergonomic design,
precision and versatility, with the wide range of highly engineered accessories, Dremel tools can be used
to accomplish a multitude of applications on a variety of materials.
Today, as a wholly owned subsidiary of the Robert Bosch Tool Corporation in Mount Prospect, Ill.,
Dremel celebrates 82 years in business and maintains its commitment to innovation and quality as the
manufacturer of the top-selling rotary tool in the world. Regardless of what the task may be, the Dremel
brand is devoted to providing the best tools so users can always experience the satisfaction of a job well
done.
###
Editor’s Note: Dremel® is a registered brand name and is used as an adjective to describe the products
made by the Dremel brand.

	
  

